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J  , ust about the time school begins in the fall

  we celebrate a national holiday called Labor

.  Day This holiday always falls on the first 

  ,   Monday of September giving us a three-day

.weekend

   “ ”—  Labor Day honors all those who labor or

 —  . do skilled work to earn wages We celebrate 

 the important contributions that skilled 

    workers make to the strength and success of

 . our country
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    Because of the efforts of American workers 

  ,    over the years we are one of the most 

  .   productive countries in the world And we

  —have some of the best working conditions

  , , such as fair pay fair hours and safe work 

.places

    But working

 conditions were 

 not always as

   good as they are

. today And there 

  is still room for

.improvement



    . , The first Labor Day was in 1882 Two groups

 the Central Labor Union and the Knights of

,   Labor wanted to create a holiday to honor 

  . workers and give them a day off They also 

    wanted to call attention to the need for better 

 . working conditions

   ,  A parade was held in New York City and

 . thousands of people attended

   ,  In 1894 Congress passed an act making 

 .Labor Day a federal holiday

  , ,  A Labor Day parade in Buffalo NY in 1900



  When did labor “unions” form—and why?

     ,  During the last half of the 1800s many

 — . factories were built creating many new jobs

“ ” This was called the Industrial Revolution

  ’   because the factories new machines made

 . producing goods faster and cheaper

         But the working conditions in the factories

 .        were terrible  People worked 14 to 16 hours a

,    .      day six days a week Men earned about 10 cents

 ,      .an hour and women earned half as much

           Boys and girls working in the spinning room of a cotton mill
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    —     Even children worked and they were paid

  . “  ”  less than adults Child labor kept children from 

 . attending school and often ruined their health

    So workers began joining together in groups 

 .   called unions They felt they would be stronger 

 acting together than if they tried to solve these 

 .problems alone
     Boys working in a glass factory at midnight

    A girl at work in a textile mill



    , Workers in different trades such as carpentry 

 , . or bricklaying formed separate unions Some 

   of these unions then joined together to form 

, .larger more powerful unions

     The main goals of the unions were better

, , wages more reasonable hours and safer 

 . working conditions And they did not want 

 . children working in dangerous factories

A Women’s Trade Union League 
    float at a Labor Day parade in

 New York in 1908
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